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of-a-kind adventures tell a story worth telling. Not 
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Bubbly on the 
Sea

Cruise across the shimmering waters of the Arabian 
Gulf while popping a bottle of the finest champagne 
on a private 56ft luxury yacht, as Dubai’s breathtaking 
cityscape glimmers in the background. This 
luxurious and intimate sea experience is perfect 
for celebrating special occasions of all kinds.

The Yacht can easily accommodate up to 20 guests 
and features 3 bedrooms, 3 restrooms, a sitting 
area, a large sundeck, a flybridge, a fully-equipped 
kitchen, Bluetooth-enabled audio system and other 
essential amenities for a luxurious cruise on the 
seas. Along with the yacht captain, 2 crew will be 
on hand to accommodate the needs of the guests 
during the cruise.

*Additional charges may apply for transfers from other emirates

• Return transfer in a standard car for up to 10 guests (from Dubai)*
• 3-hour cruise in Lagoona (56ft) Yacht starting from Dubai Marina
• Cruise will stop along JBR/Bluewaters Island, Atlantis The Palm and Burj Al Arab
• Bottle of Champagne served on board
• Snacks, soft beverages, fresh juices and ice cream is available on board

THE EXPERIENCE

DURATION: 4-5 hours including transfer time
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Go bigger with this enhanced luxury cruise 
experience that features a 77ft ultra-luxurious 
yacht fitted with incredibly bespoke furnishings, 
amenities, living spaces and a live cooking station. 
This yacht cruise comes stocked with champagne 
and is perfectly catered for special events with 
friends and family that deserve a spectacular 
setting.  

The Yacht offers plenty of space for entertaining and 
relaxing, which includes 4 bedrooms, 5 restrooms, 
a spacious flybridge with comfortable seating, a 
large living space area with leather furnishings 
and dark woods, a BBQ grill, as well as a separate 
dining area on the lower deck and a BOSE sound 
system across the yacht. 

*Additional charges may apply for transfers from other emirates

• Return transfer in a standard car for up to 10 guests (from Dubai)*
• 6-hour cruise in Dionysos (77ft) Yacht starting from Dubai Marina (Max 12 pax)
• Main photo stops include JBR/Bluewaters Island, Atlantis The Palm and Burj Al Arab
• Live cooking station
• 5 bottles of champagne served on board
• Snacks, soft beverages, fresh juices and ice cream is available on board

THE EXPERIENCE

DURATION: 7-8 hours including transfer time
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Bubbly on the 
Sea
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Embark on the most impressive and luxurious 
desert safari experience in Dubai, with absolute 
exclusivity and opulence. This elevated experience, 
which is ideal for romantic getaways and private 
getaways, offers breathtaking sceneries across 
the vast desert landscape, unsurpassed Arabian 
hospitality and a private desert oasis.

The experience begins with a luxurious ride in a 
high-end Range Rover from the city into the largest 
protected nature reserve in the UAE – the Dubai 
Desert Conservation Reserve. After a private nature 
safari, sundowners will be offered in a magical oasis 
setting alongside a remarkable falcon show. This is 
followed by a private six-course fine-dining dinner 
prepared by a personal on-site chef and served by a 
dedicated butler, in a setting truly romantic setting 
next to a lake surrounded by fire-lit torches. Live 
entertainment including acrobatic performances 
and a fire show will be performed during the dinner, 
which can be customized according to preferences. 

*Additional charges may apply for transfers from other emirates

• Return transfer in a luxurious Range Rover SUV (Pick up from Dubai only)*
• Arrival meet & greet with traditional headscarves presented as gifts
• 60-minute private nature safari tour
• Sundowners (canapes + sparkling juices) with a live falcon show
• Exclusive luxury camp experience:

• Six-course dinner with private butler service
• Breathtaking entertainment (acrobatic and fire show) – can be customized
• Luxurious majlis – Shisha/cigar lounge

THE EXPERIENCE

DURATION: Approximately 7 hours including transfer time
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The Grandeur 
Of Arabia
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Dreaming of a magical Arabian night? This is the 
experience to make those dreams come true – 
spend the night in the majestic desert, experience 
authentic Arabian hospitality and be one with nature 
on this enchanting overnight desert experience. 

This experience includes all the exclusivities of a 
private safari – a private 4WD dune drive; a visit to 
the camel farm; a private Bedouin tent and campfire 
setup; and an authentic BBQ feast fit for royalty. 
The campfire is the perfect place to lounge around 
with flavoured sheesha and hot tea, as the desert 
cools down during the evening. The night is spent 
in sleeping bags where the magical starry night sky 
steals the show. Those who are lucky may get a 
chance to spot a shooting star. A lavish breakfast is 
prepared the following morning before returning 
to the hotel. *Additional charges may apply for transfers from other emirates

• Return transfer in a private 4WD SUV for up to 4 passengers (Pick up from Dubai)*
• Dune drive across the desert to the private camp set up
• Welcome greeting with Arabic coffee, dates and assorted nuts
• Exclusive tent set up with majlis seating and campfire
• BBQ Buffet Dinner with live grill stations + 1 complimentary bottle of wine (red/

white), unlimited soft beverages and flavoured sheesha 
• Sleeping bags, mattresses and pillows
• Morning continental breakfast
• Complimentary photo souvenir

THE EXPERIENCE

DURATION: 4-5 hours including transfer time
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Arabian 
Dreams
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There are very few experiences that are as special 
as this one – ideal for romantic getaways and 
celebrating private occasions, this desert experience 
offers complete exclusivity and privacy, and can 
be customized completely to celebrate any type of 
occasion. 

Starting with a thrilling ride through the desert’s 
golden dunes in a private 4WD SUV, a warm welcome 
follows at an exclusive Arabian camp on top of a 
secluded dune in the middle of the majestic desert. 
Authentic Qahwa coffee and dates sourced from a 
local farm are served upon arrival. Dedicated staff 
will be on hand to ensure all needs are met during 
the experience and serve up a delicious BBQ feast.
While customizations to this experience are 
limited only by the imagination, recommended 
experiences included live entertainment such as 
Falcon shows, live musicians, Tanoura performers 
and belly dancers.

*Additional charges may apply for transfers from other emirates

• Return transfer in a private 4WD SUV for up to 4 passengers (Pick up from Dubai)*
• Dune drive across the desert to the private camp set up
• Welcome greeting with Arabic coffee, dates and assorted nuts
• Exclusive tent set up with majlis seating and campfire
• BBQ Buffet Dinner with live grill stations + unlimited soft beverages and flavoured 

sheesha 
• Complimentary photo souvenir
• Customized experiences (additional charges may apply)

THE EXPERIENCE

DURATION: 6-7 hours including transfer time
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Escape to 
the Dunes
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See the sun rise over the desert sands on this 
stunning early morning safari, where the authentic 
Bedouin lifestyle will be showcased. Starting with 
a drive into the desert during the wee hours of the 
morning, a camel caravan is set up to mimic the 
traditional journey of the Bedouins. What makes 
this camel ride journey even more stunning is the 
sunrise over the horizon as the caravan makes its 
way to the campsite.

Experience a traditional Emirati breakfast prepared 
live at the camp, visit a camel farm and take 
a photo with a live falcon on this spectacular 
morning experience. Complimentary head scarves 
(Pashmina and Ghutra) will be provided to create 
an immersive traditional experience.

*Additional charges may apply for transfers from other emirates

• Return transfer in a private 4WD SUV for up to 4 passengers (Pick up from Dubai)*
• Dune drive across the desert 
• Camel Caravan during sunrise hours
• Welcome greeting with Arabic coffee, dates and assorted nuts
• Exclusive tent set up with majlis seating and campfire
• Traditional Emirati Breakfast
• Complimentary Pashmina & Ghutra

THE EXPERIENCE

DURATION: 3-4 hours including transfer time
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Breakfast with 
the Bedouins
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For those savvy Instagram influencers, TikTok stars 
and other budding social media trendsetters, this 
is the ultimate experience to discover some of the 
trendiest and most sought-after spots in Dubai to 
make their posts go viral.  

This tour highlights Dubai’s most “instagrammable” 
experiences which include the observatory at the 
world’s tallest building, Burj Khalifa; a cocktail 
experience at the world-renowned Ce La Vi Sky Bar; 
and an evening yacht cruise around Dubai Marina’s 
iconic coastline. *Additional charges may apply for transfers from other emirates

• Full-day private vehicle hire 
• Full-day private guide (various languages available)
• Entry to At The Top, Burj Khalifa (L124)
• Roof Top Cocktails at Ce La Vi Sky Bar (Address Sky Views)
• Yacht cruise from Dubai Marina (2 hours)

THE EXPERIENCE

DURATION: 7-8 hours including transfer time
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The Influencer
Lifestyle
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Ranked as the 4th best food destination in the 
world by Tripadvisor, Dubai is home to an incredible 
range of culinary experiences from all over the 
world; however, it is the Arabic cuisine that truly 
stands out, as every distinct flavour from the entire 
Middle East region is offered in this one city.

This three-course gastronomic adventure 
showcases some of the very best Middle Eastern 
dining experiences in Dubai, with each course 
taking place in a restaurant that represents a unique 
cuisine from the region. The first course begins 
with one of the most popular cuisines in Dubai – 
Lebanese, with a selection of delectable cold and 
hot appetizers. The main course takes place in an 
authentic Emirati upscale dining establishment 
that celebrates the best of the local cuisine. The 
adventure ends on a sweet note with the last course 
being served at one of the most popular Turkish 
sweets and coffee shops in Dubai. 

*Additional charges may apply for transfers from other emirates

• Half-day private vehicle hire 
• Half-day private guide (various languages available)
• Selection of appetizers at Al Safadi (Lebanese Cuisine), The Pointe, Palm Jumeirah
• Main Course at Al Jalboot (Emirati Cuisine), Jumeirah Beach Road
• Dessert at Hafiz Mustafa 1864 (Turkish delights and Baklava), Dubai Mall

THE EXPERIENCE

DURATION: 3-4 hours including transfer time
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Tastes of the
Middle East
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Even bigger and more extravagant, this food-
hopping tour covers 5 authentic Arabic restaurants, 
each one serving up a dish that is uniquely from 
their region only, offering a unique look at their 
different cultures.

The experience starts in Al Seef, a unique heritage 
district that is home to some of the best dining 
establishments in the city. The first 2 courses 
will be served here, starting with a selection of 
delectable Egyptian appetizers. This is followed 
by the quintessential local Emirati dish – Majboos 
at one of the most popular Emirati restaurants in 
the country. For the next course, the ever-popular 
manakish is served up in one of Dubai’s best 
Lebanese eateries. Turkish cuisine makes up the 
penultimate course with its famous Doner Kabab 
as the highlight. The final course takes place in one 
of the best Arabic sweet shops in the city where 
they serve authentic Omani Halwa – the perfect 
dessert to end this epic food journey.

*Additional charges may apply for transfers from other emirates

• Half-day private vehicle hire 
• Half-day private guide (various languages available)
• Selection of hot and cold appetizers at Khofo, Al Seef (Egyptian Cuisine)
• Majboos/Biryani at Al Fanar Restaurant, Al Seef (Emirati Cuisine)
• Zaatar Manakish/Mix Shawarma Platter at Zaroob, DIFC (Lebanese Cuisine)
• Doner at O Doner, Le Mer (Turkish Cuisine)
• Halwa (dessert) at Al Harrasi, Festival City (Omani Cuisine)

THE EXPERIENCE

DURATION: 4-5 hours including transfer time
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Tastes of the 
Middle East - 
Extra Serving
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Home to some of the world’s trendiest hotspots, 
Dubai’s famous clubs and lounges are regularly 
frequented by A-list celebrities and athletes who 
can often be spotted in the places included in this 
swanky bar-hopping tour experience. 

Indulge in expertly crafted cocktails in three of 
Downtown Dubai’s fanciest clubs and lounges, 
starting with Neos Lounge located on the 63rd floor 
of Address Downtown. The sky-high lounge offers 
some of the best views of the center of Downtown 
Dubai including a front-facing unobstructed view 
of Burj Khalifa. The next stop is inside Burj Khalifa, 
specifically the Armani hotel, where one of the 
most exclusive nightclubs in Dubai is located - 
Armani/Prive. This ultra-chic hotspot boasts some 
of the best mixologists in the city in a setting that 
exudes the Armani brand’s elegance. The final stop 
is in one of the most popular clubs in Dubai, BLU. 
Located on the 32nd floor of the chic V hotel, the 
club offers a rooftop terrace with stunning views 
of the Dubai skyline with the best DJs in the city 
and an eclectic cocktail menu.

*Additional charges may apply for transfers from other emirates

• Half-day private vehicle hire 
• Half-day private guide (various languages available)
• Drinks at Neos Lounge, Address Downtown
• Drinks at Armani/Prive at Armani Hotel, Burj Khalifa
• Drink at BLU, V Hotel – Al Habtoor City

THE EXPERIENCE

DURATION: 3-4 hours including transfer time
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Glitzy 
Bar-hop
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Dubai is a city of modern wonders that can only 
be truly appreciated from a higher vantage point. 
Luckily, there are several observation platforms 
from which to admire the magnificence of Dubai’s 
cityscape, the best of which are featured on this 
sky-high adventure. 

This adventure starts with Ain Dubai*, the world’s 
largest observation wheel featuring 48 cutting-
edge, fully customizable pods that can cater up to 
40 guests each. The 38-min ride is a delightfully 
smooth experience, offering one-of-a-kind  
elevated views of Dubai’s coastline from the  
Arabian Gulf. 

The next stop is at the View At The Palm – the 
only observation tower on the iconic man-made 
island, Palm Jumeirah. Skyviews Dubai is the nect 
stop, which has become immensely popular for its 
thrilling glass slide located on the 53rd floor. The final 
stop takes place at the majestic Dubai Frame, that 
features unique views of city’s past and futuristic 
metropolis.

* Ain Dubai is currently unavailable for booking until further notice

• Half-day private vehicle hire 
• Half-day private guide (various languages available)
• Ain Dubai*, Bluewaters Island (38 min experience inside the cabin)
• The View at The Palm, Palm Jumeirah (45-60 mins experience)
• Sky Views with Glass Slide Experience (45-60 mins experience)
• Dubai Frame (30-45 mins experience)

THE EXPERIENCE

DURATION: 4-5 hours including transfer time
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Just over an hour’s drive from Dubai, is another must-
see destination that features a growing number of 
incredible world-class family adventures. Go on a 
“funtastic” journey to Abu Dhabi where the best 
attractions and experiences are combined to form 
a one-of-a-kind family adventure. 

The adventure starts at the world’s first and largest 
falcon hospital, which is dedicated to caring for 
the country’s most important national symbol. A 
visit to the National Aquarium follows, which is the 
largest in the Middle East, featuring over 46,000 
animals from more than 300 unique species. 

This adventure gets even more exciting at Warner 
Bros World – the world’s largest indoor theme 
park featuring a host of favourite cartoon and 
superhero characters. The adventure ends in the 
lap of luxury at one of the world’s most luxurious 
hotels – Emirates Palace Abu Dhabi, where an 
expertly crafted gold leaf coffee will be served in 
the palatial setting.

• Half-day private vehicle hire 
• Half-day private guide (various languages available)
• Tour of the Abu Dhabi Falcon Hospital 
• Entry into the National Aquarium Abu Dhabi
• Entry into Warner Bros World Abu Dhabi
• Visit Emirates Palace

THE EXPERIENCE

DURATION: 4-5 hours including transfer time

A “Funtastic” Abu 
Dhabi Adventure12



Celebrating cultural heritage is a prominent aspect 
of the experience when visiting Abu Dhabi, where 
some of the most important cultural exhibits in the 
region are located. 

On this tour, the first experience takes place at the 
world’s first and largest Falcon Hospital. The falcon 
represents the most important cultural symbol 
in the country due to its significant historical 
importance to the people of this country. Interactive 
experiences with these noble birds are included in 
the tour of this hospital along with a live Falconry 
demonstration.

This is followed by lunch at a local restaurant that 
offers the most popular and traditional regional 
delicacy – Mandi. A visit to Louvre Abu Dhabi follows, 
which is the first and only outpost of the renowned 
French museum in the Middle East. The stunning 
structure is home to several remarkable exhibits 
and regularly showcases some of the Parisian 
museum’s most famous artworks and exhibits.

• Half-day private vehicle hire 
• Half-day private guide (various languages available)
• Tour of the Abu Dhabi Falcon Hospital 
• Lunch at a local restaurant
• Visit the Louvre Abu Dhabi

THE EXPERIENCE

DURATION: 3-4 hours including transfer time
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The Culture 
Capital Tour

13



• Half-day private vehicle hire 
• Half-day private guide (various languages available)
• Tour of Al Fahidi Historical district 
• Abra ride across Dubai creek
• Visit Gold, Spice and Textile Souk
• Entry into Dubai Frame

THE EXPERIENCE

DURATION: 4-5 hours including transfer time

30 31

While towering skyscrapers have risen through the 
sands over time, the heritage and culture of Dubai 
have always remained intact. On this culturally 
immersive journey, the treasures of Old Dubai are 
uncovered first at the Al Fahidi Historical District, 
where ancient wind towers line the alleyways along 
with museums and art galleries. 

Hop on a traditional Abra (water taxi) to cross the 
bustling Dubai creek, to explore the famous gold, 
spice and textile souks on ther side, which have 
maintained their traditional charms for over 100 
years. 

This cultural tour ends at the intersection point 
where old Dubai transitions into the new modern 
metropolis it has become - The Dubai Frame. The 
experience inside the frame showcases the rich 
history of the country and unique viewpoints that 
contrast the modern city with the old districts.

The Roots of 
Dubai

14



• Hotel pick-up and drop-off by Rolls Royce
• Helicopter tour from Atlantis The Palm to Dubai Autodrome
• Two-hour private track hire
• Supercar driving experience -

• Valid original driving license
• Transmission: Paddle Shift
• Driver height: 152-185cm
• Driver maximum weight: 110kgs
• Wear comfortable clothing
• Closed-toe shoes (no sandals allowed)
• Driver must be 21 years or older and have at least four years 

driving experience
• Must sign Disclaimer form

THE EXPERIENCE

DURATION: 4-6 hours including transfer time
REQUIREMENTS:

32 33

This tour starts with a Helicopter tour of Dubai, 
which takes off from the iconic Atlantis The Palm and 
goes on a breathtaking scenic aerial tour of Dubai’s 
most recognizable landmarks. The helicopter then 
lands at the Dubai Autodrome, where even more 
thrilling experiences await.

The tour is capped off with a two-hour exhilarating 
driving experience in two of the world’s fastest 
supercars. The first is a thoroughbred McLaren 
Racing Machine, where drivers will experience 625 
bhp of pure V8 power delivering an adrenaline rush 
of a lifetime!

Next up is the Ferrari 458 Challenge where a 
professional instructor will sit alongside the driver 
to teach them the correct racing lines around 
one of Dubai Autodrome’s challenging track 
configurations.

• McLaren Experience
2 Abarth Intro laps, followed by 5 laps 
past pits. 

• Ferrari Experience
5 laps past pits. 

High-Flying 
Thrill Rides
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DURATION: 5 hours including transfer time

34 35

Inspired by the fabled story of the lost city of Atlantis, 
Dubai’s most iconic resort, Atlantis The Palm, is 
the location for this almost entirely underwater 
VIP experience. This tour offers exclusive access 
to the resort’s one-of-a-kind Dolphin Bay that 
features a variety of programs that provide an up-
close look at the magnificent bottlenose dolphins. 
This is followed by another interactive underwater 
experience with sea lions.

The next experience also takes place underwater 
but requires elegant evening wear instead of 
swimwear. There is no need to fret about getting 
wet as the experience involves a selection of finely 
crafted cocktails served at the opulent underwater 
restaurant, Ossiano.

The evening is capped off by an exclusive and 
romantic Dinner on the resort’s Royal Beach, which 
can be  customized for up to 4 guests.

• Pick-up and drop-off by Rolls Royce
• Exclusive Dolphin Bay Experience 
• Sea Lion Discovery
• Afternoon cocktails at Ossiano Underwater Restaurant
• Private beach dinner setup at Atlantis The Palm

THE EXPERIENCE

Under
The Sea
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DURATION: 3 hours including transfer time

36 37

What could be bigger than having a personalized 
message displayed on the tallest building in the 
world. Incorporating a dazzling display of LED 
lights on the entire front face of the Burj Khalifa 
tower and a musically-coordinated fountain show 
that is also one of the largest in the world, the Burj 
Khalifa and Dubai Fountains put on a show that is 
quite literally the biggest spectacle in the world.
With Desert Adventures can create an incredible 
one-of-a-kind experience for the most special 
occasions, which starts off with an award-winning 
Italian dining experience at BICE Mare. 

After the exquisite dinner on a private terrace that 
faces the Dubai Fountains, the fortunate diners  will 
be led to a private platform, where they will have 
a special up-close viewing of a one-minute light 
and fountain show with a personalized message 
appearing on the façade of Burj Khalifa.

• Pick-up and drop-off by Rolls Royce
• Dinner at BICE Mare - Exclusive terrace & customized menu prepared by 

the Head Chef
• The Viewing Experience - 

• Personalized message displayed on Burj Khalifa
• Photographer
• Flower bouquet on arrival
• Welcome drink (non-alcoholic mocktails)
• A small cake

THE EXPERIENCE

The Biggest 
Spectacle in 
the World
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DURATION: 8 hours including transfer time

38 39

This exclusive cruise experience transports guests 
across the shimmering waters of the Arabian Gulf, in 
a mega yacht that epitomizes luxury and glamour. 
Guests can indulge in various activities that include 
fishing, jet skiing and other water sports. A chef 
will also be available on board to prepare meals 
fresh at a live cooking station. 

After the opulent cruise, guests will dock at the 
exclusive Bvgalri Hotel Yacht Club. An exclusive 
dinner follows at the hotel’s signature restaurant, 
Il Ristorante, led by three-star Michelin chef, Niko 
Romito.  Celebrating the rich heritage of Italy, 
every element of the restaurant’s ambiance has 
been hand-picked to ensure a seamless dining 
experience.

• Pick-up and drop-off by Rolls Royce
• Sea cruise on a 95ft Yacht 
• Arrival at the exclusive Bvlgari Hotel Yacht Club
• Dinner at Il Ristorante  - Niko Romito 

THE EXPERIENCE

Cruise The 
Seas in Luxury

18



DURATION: 8 hours including transfer time

40 41

Encompassing most of the southern Arabian Peninsula, 
Rub Al Khali or The Empty Quarter as it more widely 
known, is the world’s largest uninterrupted sand 
mass, that has enchanted explorers from around the 
world and inspired many Arabian fairytales. 

The magnificence of this serene desert landscape 
can only be truly appreciated from the air, which is 
where our magical program begins, with a helicopter 
ride from the city to the desert oasis luxury resort, 
Qasr Al Sarab by Anantara.

Guests will be driven through the undulated 
landscape with several photo stop opportunities to 
capture the incredible sights, and finally stop at a 
dedicated sundowner amidst the dunes, where they 
can indulge in various refreshments and BBQ treats 
alongside a falcon show and the opportunity to ride 
a camel.

An overnight stay at the majestic Qasr Al Sarab resort 
awaits upon their return from the desert sands.

• Pick-up and drop-off by Rolls Royce
• 75 min helicopter flight to Qasr Al Sarab
• Exploration of the Empty Quarter
• Private sundowner on the dunes with falcon show and camel riding
• Overnight stay (1 night) at Qasr Al Sarab

THE EXPERIENCE

A Magical 
Arabian Night

19



DURATION: 6 hours including transfer time

OPTIONAL ADD-ON: Self-drive back to the hotel by sports car of 
your choice (Ferrari & Lamborghini)

42 43

For those looking for a thrilling adventure, this VIP 
experience will literally take guests to the highest 
point in the UAE. Ras Al Khaimah is one the biggest 
hotspots for adventure sports and activities in the 
Middle East, which includes the longest zipline in the 
world on top of Jebel Jais, the tallest mountain in the 
UAE.

Guests will be transported by helicopter to Ras Al 
Khaimah, offering them the chance to view the 
modern city landscape slowly turn into picturesque 
mountains and valleys. They will then be transported 
to the top of Jebel Jais, at a height of 1,680 m above 
sea level, to be fitted on a thrilling Zipline adventure 
that will have them flying through mountains up to 
150 kmph. 

This amazing adventure will be followed by a delectable 
lunch at Puro 1484, located as it name suggests, 1,484 
m above sea level, making it the highest restaurant 
in the UAE.

• Pick-up from hotel to helipad
• Private helicopter flight to Ras Al Khaimah
• Jebel Jais Flight Zipline
• Lunch at Puro 1484, Jebel Jais
• Return to hotel in Range Rover

THE EXPERIENCE

New Heights 
of Adventure

20



DURATION: 8 hours including transfer time

OPTIONAL ADD-ON: Upgrade transfer option to luxury vehicle

44 45

Magnificently positioned against the majestic and 
rugged Hajar Mountains in Abu Dhabi, is the ground-
breaking Al Ain Safari which has been masterfully 
crafted out of the desert environment. Guests will 
be transported by helicopter to this incredible 
217-hectare park which houses one of the world’s 
largest man-made African safaris and is home to a 
range of African animals and 2,500 species of plants.

Guests will be led on a private safari with a local Emirati 
guide, who has extensive knowledge of the flora and 
fauna in the area and will have the opportunity to 
have up-close encounters with African lions, white 
rhinos, ostriches, the endangered scimitar oryx and 
more.

This will be followed by a visit to the Sheikh Zayed 
Desert learning Centre, that will enthrall guests with 
its complex structure and immersive exhibits. 
This whole experience is capped off with an 
unforgettable dining experience that take place next 
to the park’s lion territory.

• Pick-up from hotel to helipad
• Private helicopter flight to Al Ain Zoo
• Private Al Ain Safari tour with local guide
• Visit to Sheikh Zayed Desert Learning Center
• Dinner with the lions

THE EXPERIENCE

Dine with 
the Lions

21



46 47

DURATION: 4 - 6 hours

OPTIONAL ADD-ON: Lunch in a traditional heritage restaurant/
lunch with a local Emirati host combined with 
cultural learning
Upgrade transfer option to Range Rover

Towering skyscrapers have risen from the sands 
through the years in the fast-growing city of Dubai 
but never has it forgotten its vibrant heritage and 
golden traditions.

Guests will join our local experts at Bastakiya, one 
of the oldest neighbourhoods of Dubai, where 
their discovery of the city’s well-preserved cultural 
treasures shall commence. After a mesmerizing tour 
through the district’s old wind towers and museums 
guest can board an Abra (traditional water taxi) to 
cross the historic Dubai Creek, where they can explore 
the enchanting Gold & Spice Souk and strike a bargain 
on those one-of-a-kind souvenirs. 

• Pick-up and drop off
• Walking tour of Al-Bastakiya, Al-Seef & Al-Fahidi historical districts
• Abra ride accross Dubai Creek
• Exlore gold & spice souk

THE EXPERIENCE

A Walk Back 
in Time

22



DURATION: 3 hours

OPTIONAL ADD-ON: Lunch in a traditional heritage restaurant/
lunch with a local Emirati host combined with 
cultural learning
Upgrade transfer option to Range Rover

48 49

Dubai is a food lovers paradise, featuring authentic 
cuisines from every corner of the world. However, it is 
the regional cuisine that steals the show every time. 

This three-course guided tour explores Dubai’s 
most popular Arabic restaurants along with its most 
popular neighbourhoods. Guests will enjoy the views 
and scenery from the Palm Island, Jumeirah Beach 
and Downtown Dubai, while choosing from a curated 
selection of menu items from the city’s most popular 
eateries.

• Return hotel transfers + transfers between each restaurant
• Selection of appetizers at Al Safadi (Lebanese Cuisine), The Pointe, Palm Jumeirah
• Desert at Hafiz Mustafa 1864 (Turkish Delights and Baklava), Dubai Mall

THE EXPERIENCE

Food
Flight
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Desert Adventures Tourism - UAE (Head Office)
3rd Floor,  Al Barsha Boutique Building,  Al Barsha 1
P.O. Box 25488, Dubai, UAE
Tel +971 4 450 4450
Fax +971 4 450 4451
info@desertadventures.ae

Muscat Desert Adventures Tourism - Oman
Al Khawair, Shatti Al Qurum, Al Sarooj St. Way 3054, 
Villa 4321
P.O. Box 809, Muscat, PC:133
Tel +968 2469 1300 
Fax +968 2460 1300
info.oman@desertadventures.com

Desert Adventures Tourism - UAE (Abu Dhabi)
1st Floor,  Al Raha Beach Hotel
P.O. Box 45377, Abu Dhabi, UAE
Tel +971 2 556 6155
Fax +971 2 556 6955
info@desertadventures.ae

Desert Adventures Tourism - Jordan
5th  floor, Bassam Abbasi Bldg 142, Office 503, 
Mecca Street 
P.O. Box 3688, ZIP Code 11821,  Amman, Jordan
Tel +962 (6) 551 1 755
Fax +962 (6) 551 1 781
info.jordan@desertadventures.com

www.desertadventures.com


